
SenApp - Seniors Learning with
Apps

The project SenApp - Seniors Learning with Apps - aims at developing a Training App for seniors in four European co-
untries (France, Spain, Romania and Germany) to support them effectively and individually to become competent ICT
(Information and Communication Technologies) users.

This project focuses on the need for eInclusion of senior citizens in Europe, the latter still being very much under-
represented when it comes to competent and self-directed use of ICT.

The digital divide still concerns, to amajor extent, the older population. Using amobile learning training Approach for easy
to handle tablet-computers SenApp will support seniors optimally in the process of accessing and becoming involved in
the information and knowledge society, by applying the well-proven formula of using ICT as a learning medium as well
as a learning content (eLearning environment).

SenAppwill utilize the potentials of ICT for the older generation by developing a non-formal, flexible and accessible App-
based ICT qualification course that matches the very specific needs of this heterogeneous target group. Special focus
will be given to multimedia-enriched didactic elements (demonstrations, audio-visual elements, interactive exercises),
in order to cope with the diverse impairments, fears and disabilities of seniors. The modular course concept makes it
possible to choose and aggregate a variable number of learning units into one course in the training App environment, to
respect prior knowledge, demands and preferences. The effective and flexible App-Training Approach will be designed
and developed in a way that makes it possible to localize the training system to every country and language interested in
using it. The project expects to highly contribute towards the digital society and the Europe 2020 goals.

SenApp currently is in its Piloting Phase. A free download version is available on PlayStore. Public courses (Regisrtation
needed for Login) will be available after the end of project life time (April 2016).

For more information please visit senapp-webpage: www.senapp.eu

You are interested in participating senapp course or would like to become a senapp tutor presenting senapp course to a
wider group of peaple? Please contact info@senapp.eu

SenApp will be available for Android or iOS devices.
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